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C1 cl 1 Statement- of the Broblemo
In almost all eontrolled engineering systems or 

processes? there is an optimnm state in which the system 
should operate^ •
• Optimalizing control systems are feedback systems
in which the' output Is produced from an error signal bear- 
ing a relation to an optimum performance state of the- 
controlled system= The error is used to modify its input 
so that the output approaches.: an optimum .state and Ltheoerror 

. is. minimized.o •. Ihe basic optimalizing ' principle is illus
trated in Figo to. 11A; in which % %  is minimized corres
ponding to the optimum output w for a given h inputo.

In El go 10.1115 a siraple servomechanism system is 
showno Here the error is the difference between a reference 
input and some feedback function of the outputo- The error 
is minimized not by modifying the input but by actuating 
the control system to produce an output permitting the error 
minimizationo ,

. The optimum .state cannot be predicted exactly in 
advance9 nor is this necessaryo Hnpredictable influences9 
such as envirpmental changes:̂ ; may affect the performance of 
the controlled systemo. Accomodation to such influences is 
a special trait: of optimalizing systems 0. y
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... TherefGre^ If .the gmrpose 4s to operate always near 

the optiBmm. atate3 in spiteof the; drift of the- system8 s 
characteristics^ then the control device must be so design
ed as to (1,2 determine the optimum state for the existing 
conditions 9 (2). search out this state9 and (3) confine the 
operation. of the; controlled system close to this state,,

■ f he necessity of optimalizing control and the prob
lems associated with it are illustrated by choosing an air= 
plane as, an engineering systemo:,

Today as: the increase in range requirements are 
accentuated by large military and civilian aircraftj the 
design of a control system which maintains operation at 
optimum efficiency at all times during flight is of primary 
;importanceo For example 3 consider an airplane flying through 
icing weather conditions^ : The formation of ice on the wings ? 
fuselage 9; etc 0,9 alter s. the aerodynamic properties, of the 
aircraft considerably|; moreover9 it alters aircraft perfor
mance; in a largely unpredictable way-j. depending upon other 
factors such as altitude0. These changes of the. aerodynamics ... 
of the aircraft degrade its performances. Thus3 knowledge of 
the combination of engine throttle9 engine rpm, and' airplane■ 
trim settings, that will result in the most efficient opera- ; - 
tion under these conditions is of primary importaneeo It is 
necessary to operate the. aircraft at its maximum efficiency 
in order to conserve the fuel loadV Under such adverse and 
changing conditionŝ ,, previous knowledge of the airplane



perforaance is rendered useless,,. The flight .personnel,, upon 
whom the responsibility of operating the aircraft at high 
efficiencies rests? have only their judgmentl, and experi
ence? in interpreting instrument readings as a basis for adjust
ment' of the controls o> '

The above considerations: point out the desirability g 
if not the necessity? for an automatic system that will hold 
the aircraft at its optimum condition? as far as fuel admini
stration. is concerned?, at all times during its flight»

This: thesis undertakes the development of an auto
matic, optimalizing controller which will cause the aircraft 
to: operate at an 'airspeed resulting in the maximum range para
meter: (defined in Appendix 1) o: Operating an aircraft with
optimalized range parameter is known as, Maximum Bange Opera- 
tion9 and it is one of several common ways to eruiseo- Maxi
mum range cruising requirements are' assumed throughout this 
thesis o , .
(lo,2) Previous Mork

A. systematic study of the possibilities of automati
cally holding the performance of a controllable process to an 
optimum, was commenced in 1951 hy G:0 Braper5 To To M? and .
Ho Banning who first conceived the ideao,. Y0 To Li? in an
'. . - ■ -i : - ' . .. , ' ■ ■ -article that followed? classified the optimalizing controllers

1 Yo, To Li? a'Q.ptimalizing::System for Process Gontrol1*3 
Instrumentso .Yolo.: January?. 19 523 pp0 72-771 190-193^



into two distinct types o ■ ,$|ie p̂eafc-iaolding61 type' and the 
^sensitivity^’ ■ type*

M l  optimalizing controllers of the first type oper
ate by producing an input correction, signal based on the. 
difference between the actual output and an optimum output 
Indicated by the computer 1 ;

Qptimalizing controllers of the second type compute 
the raterof^change of the output with respect to some input 
variable c, that is.s the sensitivityo. This is the arrange- 
ment illustrated in its., simplest- form in Fig0 1 d ’ljto '

The first experiment, in optimalizing control was 
made on an internal combustion engine,. . & controller of the
peak holding type was. built and used to adjust the air vol
ume and ignition timing so that the power output of the 
engine always remained optimum with respect to fuel consumed 
as the load was varied^ For the aircraft example considered 
in this thesis j, the optimalizing controller is developed on 
the basis of this- experimental work0.

. Figure to-21 shows the functional block diagram of 
the peak “holding controller as described by Yo. T0 Li 0 Refer
ence. will be made to ,this figure and Fig0 1.0.22: showing the 
pjerformance characteristics, to explain briefly its opera- 
tiono, . ■ : . . . ; '

11bido page



Suppose that the input at time t = 0 is at a point 
in Figo sud the input adjustor drive is changing

the input ht a constant rahe0 The input operating through 
the characteristie cur.ve; of the controlled system (B) causes 
the output to have the shape show in (C) 0

If an output sensing system is so designed as to 
follow- the output exactly? when it is increasing 9 hut holds 
to the maximum value after the maximum is passed 3 then there 
will he a difference hetween the reading of this output 
sensing device^ the "indicated optimum output signal'* and 
the output itself 9 ^output signal.0 show in Figc 1»2260 
This difference is called the “indicated output deviation 
sighal®5' and- is shown in Fig9. loggia -When the deviation signal 
reaches a, pre-set value for a certain stabilization zone 
limit Cat time 2)9 a signal, is; applied to the controlled input 
adjustor drive: Fig o 10,2.1.3;.: to reverse: the direction of the 
controlled input signals The input decreases after time 2% 
while the output increases, until a maximum is again reached 
at time 19 etc0,' ■ ■ -

. Unfortunatelyj the simpler sensitivity-type system 
(Figo 1,o,1 t&Z is, completely impractical for application to 
aircrafto The very slow effect on airspeed of engine power 
changes results in am extremely, low sensitivity0. Thus the 
available signal is. easily masked hy. noiseo Such Systems 
of high inertia require an optimalizing computer employing 
forced hunting around the optimum state0, :
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.: $0 ;Bo. Shnll^ des:cribed a. peak=holding computer for ■
us.e> ill aircraft o .  iJae optimalizing system was designed, to 
control, the engine; rpm -to hold the' range parameter at an 
optimum value for given flight conditions^

The above system9 although it points generally to
wards the solution3 does not offer a complete answer to the 
problem.for the following reasonst (1) The system described 
by Shull does, not control the: airspeed which is essential 
for optimum range operation9 and (22 there are several 
operational variables which affeet the range' parameter and 
v#ich. w.ere, not :cehsi#ere system*,

" .% 0. 1=. Shull 9 "In Automatic Cruise Control Computer 
for bong Range Mreraftt:% 1'RS. Transo. Prof o Group on Elec
tronic G.omnuters.a December . . . . b



Chapter 2:
(2* Design BeeulrementSo'

The f;artiehlar. fo^erp/lant^airframe 'eharacteristiG j 
upon which the %t^malizi.ng CohtrGl’ System Is based s is ' ■ 
the'- dependence of. the range; parameter upon the airspeed»
This relationship Is shown in Fig0. f  of. Appendix: X0- For 
optimum range performance the velocity which results in , 
maximum range parameter9 for given flight conditions <, should 
be maintained^ - ;

In the system to be developed the Optimalizing Com
puter, must receive an input proportional to the range para
meter 0 The airplane airspeed is;defined as,the controlled . 
system output ? and the fuel flow as the controlled system 
input o-

Ihe Optimalizing System is also to control the prcK 
peller efficiency5 through control of propeller rpm9 As it 
is, concluded from the discussion in section: (2o3) such con
trol is necessary for the successful optimalization of the 
range parameterThe conventional propeller-pitch regulator 
is omitted and replaced by this control̂ , ;

- . The general .'form of the system to be developed is 
shown in the block diagram of Fig0 20.1to; The following 
sections will, develop this system in detailo The peak-holding 
optimalizing computer will be adapted from Li8s design for 
this applieationo'
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(.2:o.2l ■ Ihe Bange Parameter (SoaTmtego ■
. The range parameter9 as aeflned. in Sppendix 19 is 

the ratio of the airplane, airspeed to the fuel flow rate0 
The simple servo- diTider systeB^§r shoim' in Figo, 2:0.21 s being 
capable:.- of forming the: ratio, between two varying input quan
tities 9 is suitable; for the computation of the range para- . 
metefo. 1 / : ■ v- / ' - : ,'

#ie two .instruments 3 Cor transducers 5 9 measure: and 
convert their respective inputs into electrical Quantities» 
The instrument measuring the fuel flow can be a- synchro 
transmitter-receiver system which9 besides giving a visual 
indication of the fuel flow to the pilot? converts the fuel 
flow to an .electrical d=e voltage by means of a potentiometer 
coupled to. the shaft of the receiver0 The potentiometer B-j 
must be.' selected to have low- ter## and high resolution^

4 second potentiometer of the same qualities can be. . 
used to convert the angular displacement of■the airspeed 
.Indicator into an electrical signal. e%o : ■

' _ Assuming' linear relations between the angle %  and 
the airspeed^ the sensitivity of the measuring instrument 
can be,' defined asf Kv. = ° To make the design
general ? assume, that the fuel flow ranges 9 for example9 from

2-io,Soroka. 3 fe4nalog Methods in Commutation and 
Simulation^  , Mc€ra;ŵ Hill. - look - O.o 9 - lne 0,c,; ■ 19 5'+%
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F-j lbs/hr to ?2 r and that this range is covered by the
synchro angular displacement, Gg, ranging from 0 degrees to
360° degrees. Then the equation for the fuel flow as a
function of O2 is: F = (F2 - F-j) + K2 ©2 (1)
"here K;fr = — • (^ g eg-;] constant.
Solving for Gg"

60 = F-(F2-Fi) or 60 = - F2~F1 (2) Kp
f

The above equation results in a non-linear relation 
between the signal output, and the range parameter. Equa
tion (2) suggests a way to compensate for this non-linearity 
by adding to the angle ©2 another angle 63 equal to the
constant £2Z£l. Then the resulting angle ©^ is equal to Kp
F

%p"'
The output of the range computer is:

®oi = ^ E3KP1 Kv , V volts (3 )

The dynamical effects of the input instruments can be neg
lected because of the slow time variation of the inputs.
The operation of the servo divider will not be described.
The important relations existing between the components are 
stated in Fig. 2.21.

The .servo amplifier S is conventional, a d-c input 
producing a reversible phase a-c output to actuate the a-c 
servo motor. Because of the low inertia load connected to 
this motor, its time constant is very small, resulting in
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fast response., Kie power output requirements are very loWd 
An output of 2 to 4. watts is ample to drive the ganged 
potentiometers which require-, a torque of approximately 5 
to 6..: :o&=dn0,

From the above9 the gain of the servo amplifier 
can he specified and its detailed design completedo

Good accuracy of the servo devlder depends on identi
cal characteristics of the two potentiometers P'g and Eij. and 
the high gain of the operational amplifiers 1 and' 2®

Onei important variable 3 affecting the optimum range 
operation, is the propeller efficiency, which is shown to 
vary with airspeed and rpm in Appendix !'»

fo obtain optimum propeller efficiencies, the pro
peller rpm must be corrected to the proper value after 
changes of altitude, airspeed, or attitude0

the, simple regulator used in constant-speed pro= 
pollers is ordinarily adequate since the efficiency of the 
propeller is nearly constant over the range of power 
settings of interestc Shis is illustrated in Figo 5 of 
Appendix !<,. For the present control problem, however a the 
conditions for maximum range, may very well call for brake- 
mean effective pressures above the recommended maximums, 
should the airplane operate with a constant speed propeller^ 
For this reason the continous automatic control of the pro- .
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The control scheme proposed is derived from the 
distinct treatment of the propeller coefficients as present
ed in Appendix III. The method of this treatment is credited 
to E. Kessler^.

Maximum propeller efficiency is achieved, for a par
ticular power coefficient C#, when:

J = (4)

The control system for the rpm consists of an error device and 
two computing units, one for J and the other for hCp"^, in 
order to satisfy Equation (4)
Computation of J

The advance ratio J, is defined in Appendix III as:

(5 )

where V is the airspeed in miles per hour
N is the propeller rpm
d is the propeller diameter in feet.

The computation of J is very similar to the computation of
the range parameter. To compute J use of the servo divider 
is again made. The signal voltage e-j, used as an input to 
the operational amplifier of Fig. 2*21, can also be used as 
an input signal to the amplifier of the system shown in 
Fig. 2*31.

The rotational velocity (N) of the propeller is

"̂E. Kessler, “Propeller Performance Analysis", Aero 
Digest, Vol. 52, June 1946, pp. 80.
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measured with a d-c tachometer generator whose output voltage 
is proportional to the rpm.

The output voltage eO(j) Is:

g0 (3) = ( M i l  % =  %'(j) I  (6)

The d-c voltage must be selected after the range of possi
ble values of N has been established and consequently the 
range of e^Tti. ̂  is knov/n. The value of %  must be at least 
as great as the maximum value that Q(-T̂ ) assumes within this 
range. The same considerations should apply to the specifi
cation and design of the rest of the equipment as those of 
Fig. 2.21.

— KComputation of hCp

The propeller power coefficient is given by the 
expression:

Cp' USvi0%iJ>ds"' '
and .

The brake horsepower (HP) is measured with a torque-meter 
installed in the propeller planetary reduction gears. The 
expression is:

HP = Tp x Nc x K* (9)
where Tp is torque meter oil pressure

K+ is a constant of proportionality 
and Nc is the engine speed related to the propeller speed 

by the reduction gear ratio Kg-5 therefore Nc = KgN .
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Equation (9) can then be written as:
tip- kffiJTp (10)

Substituting equation (10) in to equation (8 ) yields:

or for a particular airplane:

cm

Equation (11) will now be used to derive the system 
for the computation of hCp~^. This system is shown in 
Fig. 2*32. The voltage output e0f) of this figure will be 
compared with the voltage output eo ^ ^  50 that an error 
voltage will be produced whenever they are not equal. Care 
must be taken now, to make sure that the same scale factor 
is applied for the voltage representing J, and for the vol
tage representing hCp”^. This is necessary in order to 
insure that zero voltage error occurs when Equation (4) is 
satisfied.

The device producing the error signal is a differ
ential servo amplifier driving a reversible d-c motor, as 
shown in Fig. 2.33. The angular displacement of the motor 
is proportional to the difference of eo(j) and- eof* This 
output controls the propeller blade angle and consequently 
the engine rpm as well as the propeller angle of attack.
The feedback loop is completed through the controlled system.
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V'- ;■
mMmia# Compmter ■

-operation OptiiaaXiZjLBg C^putep 'Was ■ described-
in; Section 201. with tho aid of the fmetional block diagram 
• Fignr© 1.021 o' :Based, cm this* a specif ic design can be complex . ■ . .. 
ted for any particular aircraft as discussed below® • 
r':' Of great value to the designer is a quantity called
the $8Mmfing less® of the controlled system® . It "is defined . 
as the difference between the optimum output signal and the 

' average output signal as' shown in' Figure l®,220o For the 
of efficient systems the hunting loss should be a® 
as possibleo To accomplish ;this * one' may reduce the . 

output hunting a one hr the amplitude of the input variatiomo 
The reduction of either parameter* however* reduces the stahi® 
llzafibn zone of the input correction signal0 The limit of ' 
such reduction is set by the,level of noise (@0go fluctuation 
Of.f.airspeed) 'present in the output of. the controlled system®
If , the -noise signal were t© exceed the stabilisation gone 
limita then a spurious input»rat.e reversal would occur dm© 
to. the. action of the computer.® ' ■. : ' ' :/

. ; A prerequisite to th©. design of this computer is- .;

therefore th© study of noise present in the airspeed within 
the normal cruising range o ' The average level and the funda» 
mental frequeme.y .of. noise must ;be determined by flight test 
measuremento The stabilisation sone is then set to a wider 
value .than the son© .which.: is bhr.ely sufficient to prevent an 
ipput reversal du® to interference alone®



Having specified the staibilizatipn zone3 which speci= 
fiea the outpmt hunting zene^ the determination of the hunt
ing loss is possihleo Be.cau.se the output is a series of 
approximately paraholie arcs.9 the hunting loss is almost 
exactly one-third of the hunting zone^
' , . Ihe statie performance; curve.- (as in Fig0 1— 22B) of the

particular engine in q-uestion9 giving the range parameter v§. 
airspeed^ is msed to find, the corresponding input hunting 
zone <»■

Should it he necessary to reduce the- noise in the 
measured, controlled^system output in order to permit a satis
factory hunting zone % the output may he filtered before 
applying it to the optimalizing computer= fhe delay intro
duced. hy this filter will usually be small compared to,the 
total time delay9 as discussed below9 and will not9 there
fore 3 have a serious effect on the control characteristics^ ;

. fhe output hunting period must be made large with 
respect to the total time delay of'the optimalizing system^ - 
Sae total: time delay is made up of the input time delays3 
such as fuel-flow control valve aud its driving motor $ the 
engine8 s time delay arising from the inertia of the moving 
parts 5 the aero-dynamic response time of the airframe9 and 
the time delay of the noise: filter0 All but the last of 
these:- would be determined from flight-test, measurements of 
the particular aircrafto-



Finally the rate of the controlled input (hunting) 
variation may be computed as &

input variation rate = % % % % * .  
The general form of the resulting optimalizing oom= 

guter is illustrated in the block diagram of Figure. Zo-kf 0,
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C3VO Bmmary of Results, and Conclusions 0
in Chapter 2.9. methods were developed for computing 

the range parameter and, for controlling engine rpmq. Design 
parameters were established- to permit design of equipment 
suited: to a, particular: aircraft<, The. last section of that 

. chapter adapted the general design of the Optimalizing 
Computer as given by Yo, To iiî  to apply to this aircraft: 
power^control systemo, The final result is the synthesis 
of the system postulated in Section 2*,t 9 and as shown in 
figure; 2»1..Tov

The system will compute: the optimum state of the 
range parameter for any given flight conditions9'will search 
for this state9 and:finally will:hold the .operation close to 

. . this state q, - - - ' .
The Optimalizing Computer together with the- range 

parameter computer9 insure.optimum power plant efficiencies 
as, represented by the, range parameter ys airspeed curve*
The rpm controller compliments the action of the Optimali
zing Computer by insuring optimum aerodynamic efficiency 

■ Of: the propeller©. ; : •
The proposed control system could, be studied prof

itably by simulation on an analog computer of the non
linear characteristics of the power-plant airframe combi
nation; and the several response characteristics of the



'I - Maximum Bange Performance Requirements 
and. GJaametegi sties.- - -....   • . -. ...

It is evident that an economically optimum perfor
mance is only possible by optimalizing the overall effi
ciency of the airplane o In an engineering system like 
this9 one is confronted with two separate efficiencies0.

The first i& the mechanical efficiency of the power 
plant 9 and' the second, is the aerodynamic efficiency of the 
airframeo

Efficiency however.9 is. a rather complex and sensi
tive; variable to control0 Sie number of factors; affecting 
it.9 and. the way they affect it9 is rather, complicated for 
any engineering systemo

In this, Appendix therefore^ the quantities. affecting 
the, most efficient., performance, most critically9 are. dis- 

. cussedo 1 , ; ■ ■ '
The first quantity in the list of the-most critical 

controllable variables =, is the total drdgc of the airplane0 
The drag-CS) is one of the prime:: factors that; appear in the 
equation for the power required to maintain the aircraft at 
level cruising speeds, as given in Appendix Jl0 It is desir
able thenj in principle9 to keepvthe drag at a minimumo 
Although the drag is. an. aircraft design constaht9 it can be 
controlled9 however9 by controlling the angle of attack at 

■ which the airplane is flowmo.
By use of wind tunnel models 9 it is possible to 

determine; the drag induced at various angles of attack*
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Figure 1 shows the relationship between the lift to drag 
“ration and the angle of attack. Of course, the best 
angle of attack to fly an airplane is that which results in 
a maximum L/D ratio or, in other words, at that angle which 
results in the required lift produced with minimum drag.

However, to maintain the aircraft at level flight 
with this favorable angle of attack, a particular airspeed 
is required for every gross weight of the airplane, and 
every altitude. Figure 2 shows the relationship between the 
lift to drag ratio and airspeed for a particular gross weight 
and altitude.

The next critical variable is again an aerodynamic 
quantity. It is the propeller efficiency which is defined 
as: ^7 r

" Cf

A certain comparison can be made between the L/D 
ratio, as discussed previously, and the propeller efficiency. 
Any propeller blade element is an airfoil in motion through 
the air, and as such, it is acted upon by a lift and a drag 
force. Consequently, there is an angle of attack which 
results in a maximum L/D ratio as shown in Figure 1.

In the case of a wing, the lift force is in the 
upward direction because the area of decreased pressure is 
above the wing. In the case of a propeller the area of 
decreased pressure is in front of the propeller and there
fore the lift force, called now the thrust (T), is acting 
in the forward direction.
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Aei’oiynmaicalZLy then9 tlae thrast Is the result of 
the gropeller 'shape anh the angle of attack of the pro
peller hlade o - ■

Referring to Elgure. 3$ the hlad'e angle @ includes 
the angle of attack :o{ ? which for maximum efficiency? must, 
he kept smallo.

The actual hlade angle of the propeller9 however9 
necessary to main.tain small angles of attack varies with 
the forward-velocity of the airplane (IF} 9 and the rotational 
speed of the. propeller0 . (,Eee Eigure;. 3oJ ;

Qn variahle pitch propellers9 the blade angle is 
adjusted to provide the;- most efficient angle of attack at 
all engine ; speeds'' and air frame velocities o

f Eigure; 2: shows: the variation of propeller effi©=
,iency with airspeeds for particular altitude and gross: 
weight 9 the proper engine speed.9 for any desired efficiency 
is given in Eigure . ' • ■ f

Sie blade angle again9 is an excellent means for 
adjusting the load, on the; prop eller to control the , engine 
rpmo. . . ;

Similar curves to those, shorn in Figure 4 can be 
plotted for the propeller efficiency vs0 engine rpm at 
different, altitudes, but for donstant airspeedo

Figure 5 shows again9 the .variation of efficiency 
with engine rpm 9 but for different horsepower outputs o-
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The important fact to notice is that the propeller 
efficiency is constant for all horsepower outputs if the 
proper engine speeds (circled) are used. In all these 
curves it is evident that the efficiency can be controlled 
within +0.5% throughout a rather wide range of any of the 
influencing variables.

The specific fuel consumption, SFC, is the third 
variable whose proper control is necessary for an optimum 
airplane performance. The SFC is the ratio of the brake 
horsepower to the fuel consumed. For optimum efficiency 
then, the necessary brake horsepower must be realized with 
the minimum possible fuel consumption. Such a condition 
can exist with a particular engine rpm and airplane velo
city. The variation of SFC with engine rpm and airspeed is 
shown in Figure 6.

The rpm thus, influences both the SFC and the pro
peller efficiency. It is evident that for maximum range 
operation, the propeller efficiency must be maximum and the, 
SFC a minimum.

The criterion for the degree of efficient operation 
however, is a quantity called the range parameter. The 
range parameter (R) is defined as:

and of course, an airplane attains its best operating 
efficiency when it is making its best miles per pound of 
fuel, or when the range parameter is optimalized.
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The range parameter b#ernes maximiam at a particular 
airplame veleeitjo At this airplane ■releeitjp the effects 
©f the pr©vi.ously d.ii.enass©d variables on the operational 
efficiency, are .properly accounted for® In other words, 
this airplaBe velocity, is" the' ©me at which the valm© oft.

This is illustrated in Figure 7S where the three variables 
propeller ©ffieieney9 specific fuel consumption, .and lift 
to drag ratio have been plotted together with the range 
parameter vso the airplane airspeedo ■
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'iPEMBIZ II - Etmatloas of level Flight '
Bevel flight is defined, as. a steady flight In a 

straight lines perp endicular to the direction of gravity9 
with all forces, acting on the body 5, in eg-uilihritmio The 
forces are;s. . ''

(t); The gross weight (#)' of the aircraft»
C.2:);. Ihe lift force (h)’ which is produced by the- motion 

of the wings thromgh the air 9; and, which acts in a 
direction opposite the direction of gravityo 

(3) The drag force (hi which is connected with the lift 
force, and which acts in a direction opposite to that 
of the direction of flighto
The thrust force which is produced by the pro
peller and. its ezistance is:necessary for balancing 
the drag foreec,' :

(51' The' torque- moment (Q'% which is invariably, connected 
with the propelled thrmsto it acts, about the pro
peller axis' and in a sense, opposite to that of 

' '■ the .propeller, rotation^
(6)' The brake moment (M^pl is a necessary moment to

balance the propelled torque momenta This force is 
supplied by the engine3 and acts in the same sense 
as the. propelled, rotationo 
In form of equations'these forces ares

• f = 14. = %  and % = ' ' ; . (t j



   In order to. deal with power equations instead of
force equations^ it Is customary to multiply the second, 
and third equations t# the airspeed T and hy the angular ■ 
Telocity 3 respectivelyo This yields W =
m := : : ■, C:2l
The product D.l is known as power .required9 while the product 
TF as power availahle^. Then for leTel flights, ,
' \ m z >^V=-OT| and Preq = (31:

Equation (3l indicates: that Ereq and Eav are functions, 
of airspeed0 Blots- of these Quantities vs airspeed form 
basic charts for performance calculations^ .



APPENDIX III - Propeller Coefficients
The existence of the thrust force and the torque 

moment and their importance have already been introduced 
in Appendix II. The thrust force is given by:

d )
The engine supplies the brake horsepower through 

a rotating shaft, and the propeller is absorbing and con
verting it into thrust horsepower, which is the product of 
the thrust force (T) and the airplane velocity (V). The 
propeller power (?), which equals the engine brake horse
power, is given by:

(2)
The propeller efficiency of course, is a measure 

of the completeness of the conversion of the engine horse
power to thrust horsepower. So:

->7 - IV , JUTV- ( u)Gl iiT QM
and according to Equation (1) and Equation (2):

M V c t V  _ ji_j
c e i ^ c ?  &  J

where the dimentionless quantity V/k 6 is termed the Advance 
Ratio. J.

The coefficients of thrust (Ĉ ) and power (Cp) of 
a given propeller depend on the advance ratio and the 
Reynolds number, which is of minor importance, and conse
quently neglected.

The curves then showing the two coefficients 
(Cj_, Cp) as functions of the advance ratio (J) are called

Univ. of Arizona Library
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propeller characteristics.
If the values of 0% are read from the vs. J 

curves and are replotted on semi-logarithmic paper it 
results that, for a given value of Cp, the logarithm 
of C-fc varies linearily with the advance ratio J, as illus
trated in Fig. 8. This means then, that:

log C«t = log A* - BJ (4)
or

Ct = € (A-BJ)2.3 (5)
The above relation holds true for values of J within

4.the range of normal operation of the propeller.
The values of the coefficients A and B can be com

puted for each value of Cp. If these values of A and B are
plotted on Log-Log paper against Cp the result, Fig. 9, is 
a straight line. It follows then that the coefficients A 
and B can be expressed as:

O.l) ̂ (6)
-s: 0.1̂ k (7)

where -A = log A 1 and A is the y-axis intercept.
Equations (6) and (7) can be re-written as:

A = -fCp"g (8)
and .

B = hCp’K (9)

‘E. Kessler, "Propeller Performance Analysis11, Aero 
Digest No. 52-, June 19̂ +6, pp. 86.
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The constants f, g, h, and k, serve not only to iden

tify the propeller, but also to define its performance since: 
C, = E-IC,-G-JI.cp-k 

The efficiency nov1 can be expressed as follows: 
_r,.-- -f' ~ -If r'' -E-C, 

• .5:!. ,_ IE "f c, , - '......;:,_-G-~--

Differentiating Equation (10) with respect to J and 

setting the deri va ti ve equal to zero '"e find the value of 

the maximum efficiency for a given Cp value. 

Thus:. -a~ 1 J" l -6:. -f(p_$ _ _,4~ -Jc J [ (f'.--~.rL'; .... 1 - -- -\,Cr .. f + 
~-/ C,,.(o ... n ... ~ .. - Cp <-r -

and for 

h-o 
0~ -

-r c-k 
( -\.:..) -fC",. - Jh 'I' 

l-J"(" £ -:: 0 

(1 0) 

Therefore for maximum efficiency: 
k 

J=\- ( 11) 

and 

(12) 
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APPENDIX IV - Definition of Symbols
A, B, A  , h, f, g, and K ..................... Constants

.............. Drag coefficient.
Cl ..............  Lift coefficient.
Cp (Cp = P  )  Propeller power coefficient.

pN3dT"
Ct (Ct = ^ ) ...... Propeller thrust coefficient.

D D = ....... . Airfoil drag.
d -(feet) ...... Propeller diameter.
e1 5 e29 eCl ? © 0 2 ....... Electrical signals (volts)
F (Lbs/hr) .......   Fuel flow rate.
J (J - V_) ----

Nd
,.. Propeller advance ratio.

HP ... Brake Horsepower
L L = ipcLvs ... Airfoil lift.
M Servo motor.

Mbr (Ibs-ft) .... Engine brake moment.
N (rpm) ........ Propeller rotational speed.

%c (rpm) ........ Engine rotational speed.

preq (ft-lbs/hr) .. Power required.

pav (ft-lbs/hr). •• Power available.
Q (Ibs-ft) .... Torque moment.
E (Mi/lbs) .... Bange parameter.
r,ri (ohms) .... Resistance.
S (ft2) ..... Servo amplifier of airfoil area.
s LaPlace transform variable.



1 "Kg
SFC hr-HP ' •••••• Specific fuel consumption

1 Cits) .......... Propeller thrust
Ip Torquemeter oil pressure - ~1| ■

W (lbs) ...... Airplane gross weight.
V J.j-. ■  Airplane velocity (airspeed)hr

Greek alphabet symbols:
o< Propeller angle of attack (degrees)
^ Propeller blade angle (degrees)
>1 Propeller efficiency
6 Angular displacement in radians
% Air density

Angular velocity
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